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ABSTRACT

High-resolution Doppler radar velocities and in situ surface observations collected in a tornadic supercell

on 5 June 2009 during the second Verification of the Origins of Rotation in Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX2)

are assimilated into a simulated convective storm using an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF). A series of EnKF

experiments using a 1-km horizontal model grid spacing demonstrates the sensitivity of the cold pool and ki-

nematic structure of the storm to the assimilation of these observations and to different model microphysics

parameterizations. An experiment is performed using a finer grid spacing (500m) and the most optimal data

assimilation and model configurations from the sensitivity tests to produce a realistically evolving storm.

Analyses from this experiment are verified against dual-Doppler and in situ observations and are evaluated for

their potential to confidently evaluate mesocyclone-scale processes in the storm using trajectory analysis and

calculations of Lagrangian vorticity budgets. In Part II of this study, these analyses will be further evaluated to

learn the roles that mesocyclone-scale processes play in tornado formation, maintenance, and decay. The

coldness of the simulated low-level outflow is generally insensitive to the choice of certain microphysical

parameterizations, likely owing to the vast quantity of kinematic and in situ thermodynamic observations as-

similated. The three-dimensional EnKF wind fields and parcel trajectories resemble those retrieved from dual-

Doppler observations within the storm, suggesting that realistic four-dimensional mesocyclone-scale processes

are captured. However, potential errors are found in trajectories and Lagrangian three-dimensional vorticity

budget calculations performedwithin themesocyclone thatmay be due to the coarse (2min) temporal resolution

of the analyses. Therefore, caution must be exercised when interpreting trajectories in this area of the storm.

1. Introduction

The Goshen County, Wyoming, supercell of 5 June

2009 (hereafter, the Goshen County storm), targeted by

the second Verification of the Origins of Rotation in

Tornadoes Experiment (VORTEX2; Wurman et al.

2012), is likely the most thoroughly observed tornadic

supercell in history. The Doppler on Wheels radars

(DOWs; Wurman et al. 1997), the National Severe

Storms Laboratory’s (NSSL) mobile X-band dual-

polarimetric radar (NOXP; Palmer et al. 2009), mobile

mesonets (Straka et al. 1996; Waugh and Fredrickson

2010), the Texas Tech Sticknet (Weiss and Schroeder
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2008), and other instruments collected wind data

throughout the storm and thermodynamic data near the

ground during the intercept. These observations have

exposed several of the finescale processes believed to

have played roles in the generation, maintenance, and

decay of low-level vorticity (Markowski et al. 2012a,b;

Kosiba et al. 2012; Richardson et al. 2012).

Despite the large quantity of data collected in this

case, the relatively small size of the dual-Doppler lobes

[typical coverage area is ;20 km 3 20 km 3 4 km as-

suming a 308 minimum interbeam angle; see Fig. 4 in

Markowski et al. (2012a) for a radar deployment map of

the intercept] and general lack of velocity observations

outside of precipitating regions of the storm preclude

a more complete understanding of how the low-level

mesocyclone and tornado interact with distant features

of the storm. For example, we cannot confidently com-

ment on the deep vertical structure of the mesocyclone,

updrafts, and downdrafts, which may be important for

the diagnosis of processes relating to tornado behavior

(e.g., Markowski 2002; Dowell and Bluestein 2002;

Marquis et al. 2012). Knowledge of the origins of air

entering the mesocyclone during certain periods of the

tornado life cycle is obscured owing to the curtailed

length of trajectories when they reach the edges of the

dual-Doppler coverage. Furthermore, errors in the

trajectory calculations are introduced by the need to

extrapolate velocity data below the radar horizon in

the dual-Doppler syntheses (located 100–300m above

ground level in this case). Mobile mesonet in situ ob-

servations were collected only at 2m above the ground,

with horizontal coverage dictated by the network of

passable roads. Therefore, the regions of the storm

containing substantial baroclinity, whichmaymodulate

the horizontal vorticity that is tilted into the vertical

along-parcel trajectories entering the near-surface me-

socyclone (e.g., Rotunno and Klemp 1985; Davies-Jones

and Brooks 1993; Wicker and Wilhelmson 1995), and

possibly substantial negative buoyancy, which may in-

hibit the contraction of low-level angular momentum

toward the axis of rotation (e.g., Markowski et al. 2003),

are sometimes inadequately sampled near the ground and

are completely unsampled above it. Thermodynamic

analyses spanning a wider area and depth are needed to

gain a thorough understanding of the mesocyclone-scale

processes influencing tornado formation andmaintenance.

Over the last decade, various studies have demon-

strated the utility of assimilating radar observations into

a numerical simulation of a convective storm in a cloud-

resolving model using the ensemble Kalman filter

technique (EnKF) as a tool for initializing the model for

a future forecast or for the evaluation of storm dynamics

at assimilation time steps. Snyder and Zhang (2003) first

demonstrated the potential accuracy of EnKF retrievals

of unobserved kinematic and thermodynamic fields by

assimilating synthetic single-Doppler radar velocities

drawn from a control simulation of a supercell storm.

Subsequent studies, such as those of Zhang et al. (2004),

Dowell et al. (2004), Aksoy et al. (2009), Dowell and

Wicker (2009), Dowell et al. (2011), Jung et al. (2012),

Tanamachi et al. (2012), Yussouf and Stensrud (2012),

and Dawson et al. (2012), tested the sensitivity of the

results from similar EnKF experiments (either assimi-

lating real observations or simulated observations taken

from a control model solution) to methods of ensemble

initialization, methods to maintain ensemble spread, the

quality of the assimilated observations, the assimilation

of radar reflectivity or in situ observations, the choice of

model microphysics, and the representation of the me-

soscale environment. Using recommendations from

some of these studies, Marquis et al. (2012) assimilated

single-Doppler radar velocities collected in tornadic

supercells into simulations of convective storms in

order to expand the amount of four-dimensional data

available for a multicase comparison of storm- and

mesocyclone-scale processes relating to tornado main-

tenance. Their EnKF analyses enabled the evaluation

of outflow buoyancy and tornado placement relative to

the midlevel updraft, both of which were considered

important aspects of tornado maintenance not directly

observed in their storms.

In this study, we follow a similar methodology to that

employed byMarquis et al. (2012) to produce ensemble-

mean EnKF kinematic and thermodynamic analyses

and use them to enhance the observational dataset of the

Goshen County storm. There are a few notable differ-

ences between the Goshen County dataset and those

used in Marquis et al., including the VORTEX2 col-

lection of surface in situ observations and a much larger

quantity of nearly simultaneous mobile radar observa-

tions across several radar platforms. We assimilate the

near-surface temperature and moisture observations to

assist in obtaining realistic cold pools used in the eval-

uation of low-level baroclinity and vorticity generation

in the storm. Furthermore, we test the sensitivity of the

model results to the inclusion of different microphysics

parameters, which have been shown to directly impact

the behavior of simulated outflow, low-level updraft,

downdraft, and vorticity structures (e.g., Gilmore et al.

2004; Dawson et al. 2010; Morrison and Milbrandt

2011). In this first part of our two-part study, we justify

the design of our high-resolution (500-m horizontal grid

spacing) EnKF assimilation experiments using the re-

sults from a series of coarser-resolution (1-km grid

spacing) experiments designed to optimize the assimi-

lation of the radar and in situ observations (sections 2
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and 3). We verify the resulting high-resolution kine-

matic and thermodynamic analyses with the available

dual-Doppler wind syntheses and surface mobile meso-

net observations and compare EnKF Lagrangian three-

dimensional vorticity budget terms integrated along

parcel trajectories to the EnKF ensemble-mean vorticity

analyses (section 4). A near match in these Lagrangian

budgets should indicate a realistic temporal evolution of

our EnKF analyses, garnering even greater confidence in

their utility for the investigation of the storm. Our find-

ings are summarized in section 5. In a forthcoming paper

(J. Marquis et al., unpublished manuscript, hereafter Part

II), we will use the EnKF analyses to diagnose the in-

fluence of mesocyclone-scale processes on tornado be-

havior in the Goshen County supercell.

2. Method

We refer the reader to Snyder and Zhang (2003) for

a detailed introduction to EnKF assimilation of radar

data in a convective-scale model. Our simulations use

the nonhydrostatic Advanced Research core of the

Weather Research and ForecastingModel (WRF v3.2.1;

Skamarock et al. 2008). We use a horizontal grid spacing

of 500m (1000m in our sensitivity tests) and prescribe

mass levels corresponding to a stretched vertical co-

ordinate with a spacing of approximately 80m near the

ground and 2 km at the top of the domain. The domain

dimensions are 135 km 3 80 km 3 20 km. We use 1.5-

order turbulence closure, open lateral boundary condi-

tions with an assumed gravity wave speed of 25m s21,

a Rayleigh damping layer in the uppermost 5 km of

the domain to prevent wave reflection off the domain

ceiling, and sixth-order numerical diffusion (reduction

factor of 0.12) to reduce the 2Dx noise. We use the

single-moment Lin et al. (1983, hereafter LFO) ice mi-

crophysics parameterization with graupel and rain in-

tercept parameters of 4 and 8 3 106m24, respectively,

and a graupel density of 900 kgm23 (as in Gilmore et al.

2004). (Othermicrophysics schemes are tested in section

3.) The model time step is 2 s and the experiment du-

ration is approximately 2 h. Convective updrafts are

initiated 10min prior to the start of data assimilation by

placing 10 ellipsoidal warm bubbles within a 30 km 3
30 km 3 2 km box that contains high (.20 dBZ) radar

reflectivity observations. The bubbles have a maximum

potential temperature (u) perturbation of 4K, and a ra-

dius of 10 (1.5) km in the horizontal (vertical) direction.

The placement of each warm bubble within the box is

random for each ensemble member.

Our idealized modeling strategy, owing to computa-

tional constraints, assumes flat terrain. The actual av-

erage (westward pointing) zonal elevation gradient in

the geographic region corresponding to the model do-

main is about (600m)/(150 km), and the elevation drop

along the path of the tornado is approximately 100m

(roughly one vertical grid interval in the lowest part

of the model domain). Surface fluxes and radiative

transfer are absent from the simulations. The horizon-

tally homogeneous initial model state is derived from

a VORTEX2 rawinsonde that was launched in the in-

flow area of the supercell approximately 50 km south-

southeast of the storm near the time of tornadogenesis

(2155 UTC). The surface temperature and vapor mixing

ratio ry are modified to be consistent with the average

mobile mesonet observations in the near-storm inflow,

and the sounding subsequently is adjusted so that the u

and ry profiles are linear from the surface to the base of

the capping inversion. The modified and raw soundings

are shown in Fig. 1.

a. Observations assimilated

Doppler radial velocities from four radars [DOW6,

DOW7, NOXP, and the Cheyenne, Wyoming (KCYS),

Weather Surveillance-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D)], as

well as mobile mesonet u and specific humidity (qy)

observations, are assimilated at 2-min intervals (Fig. 2).

The elevation angle list for each radar volume assimi-

lated includes 0.58–168 (DOWs), 0.58–118 (NOXP), and

0.58–19.58 (KCYS), with six and eight sweeps below 5.08
for the mobile radars and KCYS, respectively. Radar

sweeps are individually objectively analyzed onto a grid

with a regular horizontal Cartesian spacing equal to that

of the model horizontal grid spacing but with radar

beam heights specified along the original conical sur-

faces at each grid point (Sun and Crook 2001; Dowell

et al. 2004). Objective analysis is performed using

a Cressman weighting with a radius of influence equal to

the horizontal grid spacing. Objectively analyzed radial

velocities are assumed to have an error variance of

(2m s21)2 (Dowell et al. 2004). The mobile mesonet in

situ observations were collected at a frequency of 1 hz,

are smoothed with a 10-s triangular temporal filter, and

contain assumed error variances of (1K)2 and (1 gkg21)2

for u and qy observations, respectively. They are assimi-

lated at the lowest model grid level.

To spin up the modeled storms before high-resolution

radar data were collected, the first DOW7 radar volume

(collected from 2130 to 2131 UTC) is repeatedly assimi-

lated at 2-min intervals during the 2045–2130 UTC period

using an average storm motion and a steady-state as-

sumption in the storm reference frame (cf. Marquis et al.

2012). We assimilate the DOW7 volume under these as-

sumptions rather than assimilating the KCYS observa-

tions actually collected during this period because of the

higher resolution and lower radar beam horizon of
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DOW7 (the distance between DOW7 and the hook

echo is approximately 33km versus 60km for KCYS at

2131 UTC; the corresponding radar horizons in the hook

echo are z 5 250 and 600m for DOW7 and KCYS,

respectively). The resulting storm develops more realistic

low-level updraft, downdraft, and cold pool structure

when the DOW7 2130 UTC radar volume is repeatedly

assimilated than when KCYS observations are assimi-

lated. During this period of repeated assimilation, we as-

sume the same radar velocity error variance as for the

actual observations. Although it is at least partly coun-

tered by our use of additive noise and adaptive inflation, it

is possible that this assumption could yield an overfit of

the ensemble to the observations (Annan et al. 2005). No

conclusions are drawn from the EnKF analyses prior to

2131 UTC owing to this possibility and the assumption of

steadiness that accompanies the repeated assimilation of

a single DOW7 radar volume.

b. Specific EnKF implementation

Observations are assimilated into WRF using the

Data Assimilation Research Testbed software (DART;

Anderson et al. 2009). We use the ensemble adjustment

filter method (Anderson 2001) to control the effects of

an underestimated analysis-error covariance associated

with using an ensemble of a finite size. Themodel u, y,w,

and u and themixing ratios of water vapor, rain, graupel,

cloud water, snow, and ice are updated at each assimi-

lation step. Our ensemble comprises 50 members. Our

localization is a correlation function from Gaspari and

Cohn (1999), equal to 1.0 at the location of an observation

and decreasing to a value of 0.0 at a distance of 6 km for

radar observations and 18km for mobile mesonet ob-

servations. Ensemble spread is maintained throughout

the data assimilation experiments using two methods.

First, by adding randomGaussian noise to the model u, y,

u, and ry
1 fields at 2-min intervals in locations having

a logarithmic radar reflectivity factor of at least 25dBZ

(Dowell and Wicker 2009). The perturbation fields are

smoothed to spatial scales of 4 km in the horizontal and

2km in the vertical and have standard deviations of 0.1K

(for u andTd) and 0.2m s21 (for u and y). Themagnitudes

of these perturbations are kept smaller than most tested

in Dowell and Wicker, because larger values sometimes

produced unrealistic warm or cold anomalies that re-

mained in the ensemble-mean analyses for several as-

similation cycles, even when added to the model fields

less frequently (4- and 6-min intervals). Second, we use an

adaptive inflation technique (Anderson 2009) to augment

the ensemble spread. The volume-mean root-mean-

square innovation (rmsi) and total spread [a metric in-

cluding both ensemble spread and observation error; see

Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) in Dowell and Wicker 2009] for the

radar and mobile mesonet observations shown in Fig. 3.

Several variations of these two mechanisms for main-

taining ensemble spread were tested. It was difficult to

find a combination that provides adequate spread and

that did not produce noisy thermodynamic analyses.

Typically, the total spread was larger than the rmsi, with

FIG. 1. Skew T–logp diagram and hodograph of the 2155 UTC 5 Jun 2009 NSSL 1 sounding used to define the

horizontally homogeneous model environment. The gray thermodynamic profile is the raw sounding. The black

profile is the modified form used in the model. The heights AGL (km) of several points on the hodograph are shown.

1 Perturbations actually are added to Td rather than ry to prevent

possibly generating negative values of ry . Dewpoint temperature is

then converted back to ry .
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ensemble spread (excluding observation error) often

relatively small, suggesting a general underfit of the ob-

servations, particularly for themobilemesonets.Our final

experiment is the one in which the forecast rmsi is the

lowest.

3. Coarse-resolution sensitivity tests

While deciding upon the methodology outlined above,

we performed a series of EnKF experiments that explored

the sensitivity of the analyses to certain model and data

assimilation parameterizations. For computational ease,

each of these experiments is performed using a horizontal

model grid spacing that is coarser than in our final exper-

iments (1 versus 0.5km). However, at this grid resolution,

updraft, downdraft, vorticity, and outflow structures are

qualitatively similar to experiments on a 500-m grid, sug-

gesting applicability of the sensitivity findings to our finest

grid spacing.

Approximately 9 million objectively analyzed radar

observations on a 500-m grid are available for assimi-

lation. Motivated by the computational cost incurred by

our 500-m grid experiments, we tested the sensitivity of

the kinematic analyses to the density of the radar ob-

servations assimilated.We conducted three experiments

that are identical in design except for the number of

assimilated radar radial velocity observations that are

objectively analyzed onto a 1-km horizontal grid; one

experiment assimilates all objectively analyzed obser-

vations, while two others assimilate 50% and 25% of the

observations (observation density is evenly distributed

on the x and y grids in both experiments). A fourth ex-

periment also tests the sensitivity of the EnKF analyses

to different resolved scales in the observations by as-

similating all that are objectively analyzed onto a 2-km

horizontal grid (again, using a 1-kmmodel grid spacing).

The low-level kinematic structure produced in these

four experiments is compared to dual-Doppler wind

syntheses produced using a 1-km horizontal grid spacing

and a Cressman weighting in Fig. 4. In general, low-level

vertical vorticity and horizontal convergence fields

along the gust fronts and within downdrafts on the for-

ward and rear flanks of the storm are insensitive to

thinning of the 1-km observations by 50% (Figs. 4b,c),

and compare qualitatively well to the structure produced

in the dual-Doppler syntheses (Figs. 4a). Though con-

vergence along the gust front and the basic spatial

structures of the vertical vorticity maximum and di-

vergence in the downdrafts are preserved when only

25% of the 1-km observations are assimilated (Fig. 4d),

the magnitudes of the divergence and vertical vorticity

are slightly weakened and do not verify against the

dual-Doppler syntheses quite as well. Assimilated 2-km

grid observations yield smoother and weaker divergence

and vertical vorticity along the rear flank of the storm

FIG. 2. Times (UTC) corresponding to the model duration and

the assimilation windows of the radar velocity observations and

mobile mesonet thermodynamic observations. The dashed line

indicates the ensemble spinup period when the 2130 UTC DOW7

radar volume is repeatedly assimilated. The approximate periods

of tornadogenesis, intensification, maturity, and weakening also

are shown (labeled g, i, m, and w, respectively).

FIG. 3. The rmsi (gray lines) and total spread (a combination of

observation error and ensemble spread; black lines) for (a) radial

velocities from all radars, (b) u, and (c) ry from themobilemesonets

in 2-min time bins calculated using posterior (dotted lines) and

prior (solid lines) analyses. Quantities are as described in Dowell

and Wicker (2009).
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FIG. 4. Horizontal convergence (shaded), vertical vorticity (solid black contours, outermost

is 0.0025 s21, incremented by 0.005 s21), and ground-relative wind vectors at z5 400m AGL

at 2207 UTC. (a) Dual-Doppler syntheses of these kinematic fields. (b)–(e) Posterior

ensemble-mean analyses of these fields from four data assimilation experiments performed

on a model grid with a 1-km horizontal spacing. These experiments are identical except for

the density or resolution of observations assimilated: (b) all observations objectively analyzed

onto a 1-km horizontal grid are assimilated, (c) 50% of the observations on a 1-km grid are

assimilated, (d) 25% of the observations on a 1-km grid are assimilated, and (e) all obser-

vations objectively analyzed onto a 2-km horizontal grid are assimilated.
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(Fig. 4e). Based on these experiments, we elected to as-

similate 50% of the observations objectively analyzed

onto a horizontal grid spacing that matches the model.

These results are not intended to determine an optimal

ratio between the resolved scales of the model and ob-

servations. Such optimality may be better assessed when

using a more controlled dataset, as within an observing

system simulation experiment (OSSE) framework.

Properties of the outflow have been demonstrated in

numerous studies to have a great impact onmesocyclone

and tornado formation, maintenance, and decay. Fur-

thermore, several modeling studies have demonstrated

the sensitivity of outflow characteristics using different

modelmicrophysics schemes. To ensure that we produce

the most accurate cold pool possible, we performed

a series of experiments to test the sensitivity of our

analyses to the choice of model microphysics schemes

available in WRF v3.2.1. Six experiments in which only

radar velocities are assimilated are identical except for

the microphysics schemes. Four use the LFO single-

moment ice microphysics scheme but vary the rain and

graupel intercept parameters; one uses rain and graupel

intercept parameters of 8 3 106m24 and 4 3 104m24,

respectively, with a graupel density of 900 kgm3 (e.g.,

those tested in Gilmore et al. 2004), while the remaining

three match those parameters with the following ex-

ceptions: (i) a graupel intercept parameter of 4 3
103m24, (ii) a rain intercept parameter of 8 3 105m24,

and (iii) a rain intercept parameter of 1 3 107m24.

These variations span a range of values that other in-

vestigators have tested in past research (e.g., L. Wicker

2013, personal communication). Two other experiments

use the Milbrandt and Yau (2005a,b) and the Morrison

et al. (2005) dual-moment schemes. Examples of the

low-level kinematic and temperature structure when

each of these schemes is used are shown in Fig. 5. The

LFO experiments yield generally cooler outflow tem-

peratures than do the dual-moment experiments, con-

sistent with simulations from Dawson et al. (2010), and

also exhibit overall smaller differences between the

ensemble-mean potential temperature at the lowest

model scalar grid level and the mobile mesonet surface

observations than the dual-moment schemes (especially

the Milbrandt–Yau scheme).

There is little sensitivity of the kinematic fields to the

choice of model microphysics, presumably owing to the

large quantity of radar velocities assimilated. The areas

of the cold pool that most differ among the schemes and

often verify the most poorly using mobile mesonet ob-

servations are located .5 km northwest through south-

west of the mesocyclone where relatively few velocity

observations were collected in the clear air. The LFO

schemes differ by smaller amounts elsewhere in the cold

pool, where a greater density of radar observations ex-

ists. Outflow near the mesocyclone tends to be slightly

colder or the forward-flank outflow is slightly warmer

when the average rain and graupel size is increased

(Figs. 5a–d). Smaller raindrops tend tomake the forward-

flank outflow slightly cooler than when larger rain drops

are used (Figs. 5a,c,d). Each of these trends is perhaps

consistent with differing horizontal advection of hydro-

meteors downstream of the updraft based on their rela-

tive sizes. However, in general, differences in cold pool

temperature among the LFO schemes are less than 1–3K

throughout the well-observed portion of the storm, and

none of the tested LFO schemes verified against the

available in situ observations better than the one using

the Gilmore et al. (2004) intercept parameter set. We

were unable to further isolate the effects of using these

microphysics schemes on the outflow in the Goshen

County environment in the absence of data assimilation

because free forecasts of this storm in idealized simula-

tions (i.e., without data assimilation) failed to result in

realistically evolving storms using several variations of

the sounding in Fig. 1.

To increase the accuracy of the simulated cold pool,

we assimilated the in situ thermodynamic observations

collected in the storm by the mobile mesonet vehicles.

We are unaware of past attempts to assimilate such

a large quantity of in situ surface observations capable of

resolving mesocyclone-scale features into a modeled

supercell. Therefore, to determine how to optimize their

influence on the ensemble, we tested the sensitivity of

the EnKF analyses to the assimilation of the mobile

mesonet observations using different vertical and hori-

zontal localization distances and different microphysics

schemes. Early attempts to assimilate these in situ ob-

servations employed a localization that decreased to

zero at a horizontal distance of 6 km (same as for the

radar velocities). Such experiments produced cold pools

that contained thermodynamic anomalies along the

paths traversed by the mobile mesonets, but did not

spread information contained in the observations to

model grid locations far from the actual road network

(not shown). A localization that decreases to zero at

a horizontal distance of 18 km seemed to adequately

extend the radius of influence through unobserved

portions of the model domain within the storm. Figure 6

compares near-surface ensemble-mean u and ry analyses

in the outflow from an experiment that assimilates radar

and mobile mesonet observations to one in which only

radar observations are assimilated. In general, the as-

similation of mobile mesonet u and qy chilled and

moistened the near-surface outflow temperature, de-

creasing the overall difference between observed and

EnKF u and ry from as high as 4.5K and 2.5 g kg21,
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FIG. 5. Posterior ensemble-mean potential temperature deficit (u0, shaded), vertical vorticity (black contours;

outermost contour is 0.003 s21, incremented by 0.005 s21), and ground-relative horizontal velocity (vectors) at the

lowest model scalar grid level (z5 50m) at 2207 UTC from six data assimilation experiments, each using a different

microphysics parameterization: (a) the LFO scheme with rain and graupel intercept parameters of 83 106m24 and

43 104m24, respectively; (b) as in (a), but using a graupel intercept parameter of 43 103m24; (c) as in (a), but using

a rain intercept parameter of 83 105m24; (d) as in (a), but using a rain intercept parameter of 13 107m24; (e) using

the Milbrandt and Yau (2005a,b) dual-moment scheme; and (f) using the Morrison et al. (2005) dual-moment

scheme. Traces of the updraftmaximumalong the gust fronts are traced in thick black lines. Time-to-space-converted

mobile mesonet tracks using an average stormmotion valid within 1min of 2207 UTC are overlain on the ensemble-

mean fields (orange swaths). The color fill within each orange swath represents the in situ observations of u0 collected
by each mesonet using the same color scale as the gridded ensemble-mean u0 field.
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respectively, to 3K and 1 g kg21 (Fig. 7). The greatest

changes in outflow temperature occurred in the forward-

flank baroclinic zone and on the left flank of the storm

near the precipitation core at low levels (Figs. 6a,b). The

assimilation of qy generally moistened the simulated

storm the most in the forward-flank baroclinic region

(Figs. 6c,d). The assimilated surface u and qy observa-

tions within the outflow impact the storm most in the

lowest 2–3 km, indicating that they influence little above

the cold pool even when the localization zero point is at

a height of 18 km (Fig. 8).

Assimilating these observations affects other aspects

of the storm possibly related to outflow production

comparatively subtly (Fig. 9). Peak updraft strength

below z 5 3 km is generally insensitive to the assimila-

tion of surface observations. Updraft strength aloft is

slightly more sensitive when employing a deep vertical

localization cutoff, but the profile of jwj is qualitatively
similar and different by#2m s21 (Fig. 9a). The strength

of the downdraft near the mesocyclone (i.e., the rear-

flank downdraft at low and midlevels) is slightly more

sensitive to the assimilation of the surface observations

throughout low levels than the updraft, but differences

are generally #1.5m s21. Furthermore, the surface ob-

servations impact the peak downdraft aloft even with

a shallow vertical localization cutoff, suggesting an

FIG. 6. (a),(b) Posterior ensemble-mean u0 (shaded), vertical vorticity (white contours; outermost contour is

0.005 s21, incremented by 0.01 s21), and updraft (black contours; outermost contour is 0.25m s21, incremented by

0.25m s21) at the lowest model scalar grid level (z 5 50m) from two experiments that are identical except for the

types of observations assimilated: (left) only radar velocities are assimilated and (right) radar and mobile mesonet u

and qy observations are assimilated. (c),(d) As in (a),(b), but for ensemble-mean ry. Ensemble-mean vertical vorticity

is omitted for clarity. Time-to-space-converted mobile mesonet observations of u0 and ry valid within 1min of the

EnKF analysis time are overlain (orange swaths with observations color filled).
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indirect impact by the surface observations via in-

tegration of the model equations between assimilation

cycles2 (Fig. 9b). The effects of assimilating qy have an

obvious impact on ry in the outflow, but these observa-

tions have a very small impact on the midlevel envi-

ronment and result in ry differences of up to 1.0 g kg21 in

the lowest 3 km (Fig. 9d). Similar qualitative changes are

seen in the ensemble-mean rain mixing ratio fields (rrain)

(Fig. 9c). A deep vertical localization cutoff does not

seem to alter the ry or rrain analyses significantly more

than does a shallower one. Without knowing the true

state of the storm, it is unclear whether assimilating

surface observations in the cold pool produces more

accurate results aloft. However, noting the overall small

differences in most fields aloft, we set 6 km as the ver-

tical distance at which the localization decreases to zero.

The differences in the cold pool characteristics among

the six microphysics experiments are decreased when

the surface observations also are assimilated (cf. Figs. 5

and 10). Forward-flank baroclinicity and the buoyancy

within the low-level mesocyclone vary only subtly among

all six of the microphysics experiments. Differences in

ensemble-mean u0 are generally less than 1.5K, and the

forecast spread in the ensemble is decreased and virtually

identical, regardless of single- or dual-moment micro-

physics parameterizations (Fig. 11). These results suggest

the assimilation of a large density of radar velocity and

surface observations may help to offset the uncertainty in

FIG. 7. Differences between mobile mesonet observations of (a),(b) u and (c),(d) ry, and ensemble-mean analyses

interpolated to the positions of themobilemesonets as a function of time, calculated from an experiment assimilating

(left) only radar velocities and (right) radar velocities and mobile mesonet u and qy. The difference between each

observation and the ensemble-mean value at that location is shown as one dot at each EnKF analysis time. The

average of these differences at each time is traced with a solid line.

2 The profiles in Fig. 9 are from experiments that assimilate

mobile mesonet observations in the outflow for approximately

30min (about 15 assimilation cycles) prior to the time shown.

When surface observations are assimilated only at the analysis time

shown (one assimilation cycle), differences among the three ex-

periments are comparatively small and the impact of differing

vertical localization cutoffs are more apparent.
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the analyses generated by some model parameterizations,

such as microphysics schemes, permitting a greater con-

fidence in the retrieved storm structure.However, it is not

clear if this result can be generalized for other cases and

should be pursued in future work.

4. Verification of high-resolution analyses

a. Kinematic analyses

Based on our relatively coarse-resolution (1-km grid

spacing) sensitivity tests, our final experiment is per-

formed using the criteria described in sections 2 and 3

with a finer model grid resolution (500-m grid spac-

ing). Figures 12 and 13 compare a sequence of EnKF

ensemble-mean analyses of select low-level kinematic

fields from this 500-m-grid experiment to dual-Doppler

wind syntheses. To facilitate the dual-Doppler synthesis,

DOW6 and DOW7 velocities are objectively analyzed

onto a Cartesian grid with a 500-m (200m) horizontal

(vertical) grid spacing using a Cressman scheme with

a radius of influence of 800m. The dual-Doppler three-

dimensional wind fields are then produced by iteratively

integrating the anelastic mass continuity equation up-

ward from the ground (e.g., Brandes 1977; Ray et al.

1980). Artificial tilt of the storm due to its motion during

the radar volume collection period is prevented by ad-

justing the horizontal positions of the velocity data to

the central time of the radar volume using an average

storm motion vector. To apply the lower boundary

condition for the upward integration (w 5 0 at z 5 0),

a profile of constant horizontal convergence (equal to

the convergence calculated at 400m) is assumed below

z 5 400m AGL, the lowest grid level at which the ob-

jectively analyzed velocity observations from both ra-

dars provide adequate data coverage within the rear and

forward flanks of the storm for verification. The dual-

Doppler syntheses reveal certain low-level features such

as the vorticity maximum associated with the mesocy-

clone and the rear- and forward-flank downdrafts and

gust fronts, all of which qualitatively resemble those

retrieved using a finer grid spacing and slightly different

objective analysis criteria (Markowski et al. 2012a,b;

Kosiba et al. 2012; Richardson et al. 2012).

The EnKF and dual-Doppler methods produce similar

values and trends of vertical vorticity, similar qualitative

patterns of vertical velocity and horizontal convergence/

divergence along the gust fronts and in the rear-flank

downdraft, and similar orientations of the horizontal

wind and three-dimensional vorticity vectors. There is an

area of enhanced horizontal vorticity located in the storm

inflow 5–15km east-southeast of the vertical vorticity

maximumnear the time of tornadogenesis (e.g., Fig. 13b).

It is plausible that this is a realistic feature when consid-

ering simulations shown by Brooks et al. (1994), who

found helicity enhancements in regions of enhanced in-

flow. However, owing to ground clutter contamination,

no dual-Doppler data are available in this area to further

evaluate this feature.

Though the qualitative patterns of the EnKF and dual-

Doppler kinematic fields are similar, there are some dif-

ferences in the magnitudes of the vertical motion and the

horizontal vorticity vectors. Slight differences in regions

having dual-Doppler coverage could stem from either

FIG. 8. Ensemble-mean u0 from the environment along an east–west vertical cross section slicing through the forward-flank cold pool

and tracks of two mobile mesonets on the ground at 2159 UTC. Cross sections are from three experiments that are identical except that

(a) no mobile mesonet observations are assimilated (only radar velocities), (b) mobile mesonet u and qy observations are assimilated with

a vertical localization that reduces to zero at 6 km, and (c) as in (b), but the vertical localization reduces to zero at 18 km. Horizontal

localizations for all mobile mesonet observations reduce to zero at 18 km.
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data assimilation or the dual-Doppler methodology,

such as the quality of the fit of the assimilated obser-

vations or the assumed extrapolation below the radar

horizon in the dual-Doppler analysis. The evaluation of

the many sources of error stemming from assumptions

in the dual-Doppler wind synthesis methodology, which

considered as an ensemble of possible wind solutions

would provide error statistics for the method, is beyond

the scope of this study. However, the dual-Doppler

winds calculated herein generally fit within the range of

ensemble forecasts (e.g., Fig. 14). Possibly the worst fit

of the dual-Doppler winds to the ensemble occurs in the

near-storm inflow environment, where dual-Doppler u

and w are at least three ensemble standard deviations

from the ensemble mean (differences of 0.6–2m s21 and

small ensemble spread in this region exaggerate a poor

fit of the dual-Doppler w to the model ensemble). Dual-

Doppler winds also differ from the forecast ensemble

within the rear-flank downdraft region and surrounding

the surface gust fronts owing to differences in rela-

tive magnitudes and slight spatial displacements of

peak low-level updrafts/downdrafts. Potvin and Wicker

(2012) compare the accuracy of dual-Doppler and

EnKF analyses throughout the depth of a storm, using

a model reference solution as truth, for various assumed

radar beam crossing angles and data availability. We

compare dual-Doppler syntheses to EnKF analyses at

times when the best dual-Doppler data are available

(i.e., the times with the best beam crossing angles).

From their findings, it is possible that the EnKF kine-

matic analyses could be degraded slightly at times when

fewer radars are available, such as after DOW7 un-

deploys at 2218 UTC. Although, two mobile radars and

KCYS are assimilated during this time with beam cross-

ing angles sufficient for dual-Doppler synthesis, radar

deployment geometry provides a relatively high dual-

Doppler data horizon (between DOW6 and NOXP)

compared to earlier times.

FIG. 9. Vertical profiles of (a) peak vertical velocity, (b) minimum vertical velocity, (c) peak rainwater mixing ratio

near the mesocyclone, and (d) water vapor mixing ratio approximately 10 km west of the precipitation core (i.e., in

the precipitation-free ‘‘poststorm environment’’) and within the updraft core (‘‘in storm’’). Profiles are taken from

1-km sensitivity experiments in which no mobile mesonest observations are assimilated (black), and mobile mesonet

observations are assimilated with a vertical localization that reduces to zero at 6 km (blue) and 18 km (red).
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b. Thermodynamic analyses

Because horizontal buoyancy gradients and their as-

sociated horizontal vorticity generation are presumed to

be important to the development of rotation near the

surface (e.g., Rotunno and Klemp 1985; Davies-Jones

and Brooks 1993), their validity in the EnKF analyses is

of great interest. Figure 15 shows the differences be-

tween mobile mesonet surface observations of ry, virtual

potential temperature uy, equivalent potential tem-

perature ue, and EnKF analyses of these variables in-

terpolated to the storm-relative locations of eachmobile

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 5, but for experiments that also assimilate mobile mesonet u and qy observations.
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mesonet observation collected mostly in the outflow

air. Figure 16 shows overlays of mobile mesonet obser-

vations on the ensemble-mean cold pool at z 5 50m

AGL. The largest difference between the ry observa-

tions and EnKF analyses during the experiment is about

2.5 g kg21, but is more typically ,1 g kg21, with an

overall average near zero. The maximum difference in

the uy field is about 3K, but on average, the ensemble-

mean uy is about 0.5K cooler than the observations.

Differences in observed and EnKF uy and ry analyses

yield differences in the observed and EnKF ue analyses

as large as 6K, although these differences are most often

less than 2K and average near zero (Figs. 15c and 16g–i).

Overall, the greatest differences between the EnKF

analyses and observations in the cold pool are located in

the western rear-flank region of the storm (e.g., .5 km

west-northwest of the mesocyclone center) shortly after

the ensemble spinup period during which the 2130 UTC

DOW7volume is repeatedly assimilated (e.g., Figs. 16a,d,g).

The large uy differences in this area of the storm gen-

erally decrease in time (Figs. 16a–c), suggesting in-

creasing reliability of the EnKF temperature analyses

during and after tornadogenesis. There are occasional

warm and moist or cold and dry anomalies in the uy and

ry fields near the mesocyclone throughout the experi-

ment that sometimes differ from the observations by as

much as 3.0K and 1.5 g kg21 (e.g., cold and dry pockets

within and east of the mesocyclone in Figs. 16a–f).

Similar anomalies have arisen in most of our experi-

ments regardless of whether mobile mesonet observa-

tions are assimilated; they are highly sensitive to the

model grid resolution and slightly sensitive to the choice

of model microphysics schemes and the method for the

maintenance of ensemble spread. Figure 17 shows how

the assimilated in situ observations from two mobile

mesonet probes compare to the forecasted ensemble

spread at locations throughout the storm. Most in situ

observations are within one standard deviation of the

ensemble mean. A notable exception is when themobile

mesonets enter a cold and dry anomaly in the rear-flank

outflow near the mesocyclone (e.g., between 2201 and

2211 UTC in Figs. 17b,d). There is an increase in the

forecasted ensemble spread in this location of the storm.

Gridded radar reflectivity from the KCYS WSR-88D

is compared to the 10-cm radar reflectivity calculated

from the 500-m-resolution ensemble-mean hydrome-

teor fields at z5 1.5 km in Fig. 18. The reflectivity fields

capture similar bulk features, such as a peak reflectivity

core north-northeast of the vorticity maximum, hori-

zontal fanning of smaller precipitation particles down-

stream of the updraft, and a hook echo around the

mesocyclone. However, the EnKF-retrieved maximum

reflectivity is roughly 8–10 dB larger than that collected

by the KCYS radar. Additionally, the EnKF hook echo

sometimes is less clearly defined and contains more

precipitation than is depicted by theWSR-88D. There is

only a small sensitivity of these structures to the model

microphysics schemes used with a coarser (1 km) model

grid spacing.

c. Trajectory calculations and Lagrangian vorticity
budgets

In Part II, a variety of parcel trajectories are calculated

using EnKF wind fields to evaluate the airflow sur-

rounding the mesocyclone within the rear-flank down-

draft outflow and within the primary midlevel updraft.

Here, we evaluate the veracity of EnKF backward (in

time) trajectories for 20 parcels, located along a ring with

a radius of 1 km centered on the low-level mesocyclone,

by comparing them to trajectories calculated using dual-

Doppler observations (Fig. 19). Parcel trajectories are

calculated using the EnKF or dual-Doppler velocity fields

available every 2min with a fourth-order Runge–Kutta

scheme and a 10-s time step. The trajectories are com-

puted within the storm-relative reference frame (using

a mean midlevel updraft motion) to minimize temporal

interpolation errors caused by the motion of storm

features. Because of our conservative constraints de-

signed to prevent extrapolation in the dual-Doppler

FIG. 11. Forecast (prior) ensemble standard deviation of u in

observation space from four experiments that are identical except

for the microphysics parameterization [black lines represent ex-

periments using the dual-moment Morrison et al. (2005) scheme,

the gray lines show the single-moment LFO scheme with graupel

and rain intercept parameters of 4 3 104m24 and 8 3 106m24,

respectively], and the observation type that is assimilated (thin

lines represent experiments assimilating only radar velocities, thick

lines are from experiments assimilating radar velocities andmobile

mesonet u and qy observations).
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FIG. 12. (right) A sequence of EnKF analyses of ground-relative horizontal wind (vectors), vertical

velocity (shaded), and vertical vorticity (contours; outermost contour is 0.003 s21, incremented by 0.01 s21)

calculated from the ensemble-mean u and y fields at 2153, 2201, and 2207 UTC at z 5 400m AGL. (left)

Dual-Doppler syntheses of the same kinematic fields in the right column valid at the same times and plotted

within the same portion of the model domain. White areas in the left column indicate regions of missing

dual-Doppler data and white contours in the right column indicate the horizontal edge of the dual-Doppler

coverage overlaid on the EnKF domain.
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FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but with horizontal vorticity (vectors) and horizontal convergence (shaded) at

z 5 800m AGL.
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wind syntheses, it was difficult to find a period in the

dual-Doppler data that would allow us to track many of

the parcels in the ring backward for a long period of

time before reaching the edges of the observations. The

trajectory calculations in Fig. 19 are from parcels that

originate at z 5 700m at 2211 UTC, a location and

a time chosen to provide the largest amount of four-

dimensional dual-Doppler data for continuous back-

ward trajectories.

The majority of the parcels en route to the low-level

mesocyclone in the EnKF analyses originate near the

ground, many ascending to z $ 1500m AGL before

descending into their positions in the ring at 700m.

Qualitatively similar parcel paths have been inferred

near the time of tornado or mesocyclone maturity from

past observations or modeling studies (e.g., Brandes

1981; 1984; Wicker and Wilhelmson 1995; Wakimoto

and Liu 1998; Dowell and Bluestein 2002; Mashiko et al.

2009; Noda and Niino 2010; Dahl et al. 2012). Some of

the parcels coming from the inflow environment follow

paths toward the mesocyclone that do not traverse the

forward flank. They appear to penetrate the rear-flank

FIG. 14. Difference between dual-Doppler and forecast ensemble-

mean u, y, and w at 2201 UTC and z 5 400m, normalized by the

spatially varying ensemble standard deviation. Ensemble-mean

w 522ms21 (black dashed contours), z 5 0.02 and 0.03 s21 (black

contours), and traces of the low-level updraft along the gust fronts

(thick black lines) are overlaid.

FIG. 15. Differences between mobile mesonet observations of

(a) ry, (b) uy, and (c) ue, and the values computed from ensemble-

mean analyses interpolated to the positions of themobile mesonets

as a function of time. The difference between each observation and

the ensemble-mean value is shown as one dot at each EnKF analysis

time. The average of these differences at each time is traced with a

solid line.
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outflow at an angle nearly perpendicular to the gust

front plane (e.g., the southernmost five trajectory paths

in Fig. 19b). These unexpected paths are due to differ-

ences in the motions of individual storm features com-

pared to the reference mean updraft motion during the

trajectory integration period and are, therefore, an il-

lusion of plotting the storm-relative trajectories at one

analysis time. In reality (i.e., when the trajectories are

viewed in a series of ground-relative plots), these par-

cels pass through the inflow notch on the northern pe-

riphery of the mesocyclone, roughly paralleling the

rear-flank gust front as they wrap cyclonically around

the center of rotation. However, Dahl et al. (2012)

noted that backward trajectories entering the low-level

mesocyclone almost directly from the inflow environ-

ment appeared to be an artifact of coarse temporal

resolution because more accurate forward trajectories

computed during the model run time with a finer time

step did not follow the same paths. It is possible that

some of our trajectories suffer from similar errors and

must be interpreted with care. Though dual-Doppler

trajectories are comparatively short because of the

limited dual-Doppler coverage, the EnKF and dual-

Doppler trajectories qualitatively match motions around

the mesocyclone, some of which traverse the forward-

flank region of the storm. Markowski et al. (2012a,b) and

Kosiba et al. (2012) show qualitatively similar trajectories

at other times during the intercept of this storm using

different spatial resolutions and dual-Doppler synthesis

methodology.

To further assess how processes leading to the evo-

lution of the three-dimensional vorticity vector are

captured by the EnKF ensemble-mean analyses, a cal-

culation of the Lagrangian three-dimensional vorticity

budget is performed along various parcel trajectories

using

FIG. 16. Ensemble-mean (a)–(c) u0y , (d)–(f) ry, and (g)–(i) u0e analyses at the lowest model scalar grid level at 2155, 2205, and 2215 UTC.

Vertical vorticity is contoured in black (outermost contour is 0.003 s21, incremented by 0.005 s21) and the low-level updraft maximum

along the gust fronts is traced with a thick black line. Time-to-space-converted mobile mesonet observations of u0y, ry, and u0e valid within

2min of the EnKF analysis time are overlaid (orange swaths with observations color-filled).
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FIG. 17. Comparisons of (a),(b) u and (c),(d) ry observations collected by two mobile mesonets

[probes (right) 4 and (left) 5; thick black vertical bars represent the range of values at each analysis

time] to the forecast (prior) ensemble mean (thin black line) and forecast ensemble spread (gray

swath represents values within one standard deviation of the ensemble mean). The shaded bar

between (a),(c) and (b),(d) labels the approximate storm-relative locations of probes 4 and 5 (shown

by e, b, f, n, and r). (bottom) Schematic of the tracks of these two mesonet probes relative to the

tornado, cold pool, and environmental air, providing a key to interpret these labels.
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FIG. 18. (left)GriddedKCYS radar reflectivity and (right) 10-cm radar reflectivity calculated from

ensemble-mean hydrometeor fields at z 5 1.5 km AGL at four times (2145, 2155, 2205, and

2215 UTC). (right) Ensemble-mean vertical vorticity of 0.01 s21 is contoured and (left) the ap-

proximate size and position of the KCYS radar velocity couplet is shown with black rings at z 5
1.5 kmAGL at each time. (top left) The dashed circle indicates that there is uncertainty in the size of

the mesocyclone in the KCYS radial velocity data.
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where (j, h, z) is the three-dimensional vorticity vec-

tor at the parcel location, (j0, h0, z0) is the three-

dimensional vorticity vector at the beginning time of the

trajectory (i.e., the final time in the backward parcel

trajectory calculation), B5 g(ur 2 ur)/ur, ur is the den-

sity potential temperature (Emanuel 1994) of the parcel,

and ur is the environmental density potential tempera-

ture taken from the model base state at each height. The

first two terms on the rhs of each component represent

tilting, the third term represents stretching, and the

fourth term (j and h equations) represents baroclinic

production of horizontal vorticity. These equations are

derived from the inviscid3 and Boussinesq momen-

tum equations in the absence of planetary rotation.

Ensemble-mean values of ur, u, y, and w are used to

compute j, h, z, and B.

A sample Lagrangian vorticity budget is calculated for

a parcel that originates in the inflow, traverses the

baroclinic zone on the forward flank of the storm, and

descends within the rear-flank downdraft into the outer

edges of the mesocyclone (z ; 0.004 s21) at z 5 200m

(Fig. 20a). This rear-flank downdraft parcel is chosen

because it travels through areas of the storm of interest

for examination in Part II of this study, it typifies many

of its neighbors, and it remains above the lowest model

scalar grid level for a substantial period. This latter

constraint is applied in order to eliminate potential er-

rors introduced by assumptions necessary when the

trajectory drops below the lowest scalar level. Values of

j, h, and z computed along the parcel trajectory with (1)

are compared to the ensemble-mean values of j, h, and z

interpolated from the model grid to the parcel location.

A close match between the two indicates a realistic evo-

lution in the ensemble-mean analyses, bolstering confi-

dence in our use of them to evaluate storm dynamics.

Computations of (1) are performed with and without

the baroclinic generation term to perhaps further verify

that our four-dimensional thermodynamic structure is

dynamically consistent with the kinematic analyses (Fig.

20b). Trends of interpolated and integrated (with baro-

clinic generation) j and h are qualitatively similar, and

differences between interpolated and integrated j and

h are typically smaller when the baroclinic generation

term is included as opposed to when it is excluded. The

FIG. 19. Storm-relative horizontal positions of 20 parcels initially located at z 5 700m AGL and 1-km distance

from the vertical vorticity maximum at 2211 UTC along their trajectories integrated backward in time. Trajectories

are calculated using the (left) dual-Doppler wind syntheses and (right) EnKF ensemble-mean u, y, and w analyses.

The color of each dot along the trajectory indicates a parcel’s altitude; green dots show the initial positions of the

parcels (at 2211 UTC). Parcel positions indicated with an 3 in the left panel indicate locations along the trajectory

where parcels are below 400m (the radar horizon in the dual-Doppler wind syntheses). The ensemble mean of the

perturbation density potential temperature field (shaded) at z 5 200m AGL at 2211 UTC is also shown. The low-

level updraft maximum along the gust fronts is traced with a black line.

3 Turbulent mixing is neglected owing to the difficulty of its es-

timation from the ensemble-mean flow fields.
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latter fact may further indicate that the thermodynamic

and kinematic analyses in the area of the storm tra-

versed by this and similar parcel trajectories are realistic.

Though there are differences of up to 0.015 s21 between

the ensemble-mean and integrated (with baroclinic

terms) values of j along the trajectory, overall, the

three-dimensional vorticity signals match most closely

between 219 , t , 25min, when the parcel traverses

FIG. 20. (a) Horizontal positions of a parcel integrated backward in time from a location in

the rear-flank downdraft at z5 200mAGL at 2223UTC. The parcel positions (dots with colors

indicating their altitude) are overlaid on the ensemble-mean perturbation density potential

temperature field (shaded), vertical vorticity (thin contours; outermost contour is 0.003 s21,

incremented by 0.003 s21), w 5 21m s21 (white dashed contour), and traces of the updraft

maximum along the gust fronts (thick lines) at z5 200m at 2223UTC. Blue3s along the parcel

trajectory indicate that the parcel is located below the lowestmodel scalar grid level (z5 50m).

Times backward from 2223 UTC are indicated along the trajectory in 5-min increments.

Ensemble-mean horizontal vorticity and the horizontal vorticity calculated by integrating (1)

along the trajectory are shown with black and white vectors, respectively, at 5-min increments.

(b),(c) Ensemble-mean j,h, and z interpolated to the trajectory (solid red, blue, and black lines,

respectively) and calculated using (1) (dashed lines) for the parcel in the top panel. Calculations

of (1) are performed with j05 j (t5219min), h05 h (t5219min), and z05 z (t5219min)

and terms are integrated forward in time to t5 0min. Dotted red and blue lines represent j and

h computed using (1) without the baroclinic generation terms.
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the forward-flank region. During this period, the dif-

ferences between ensemble-mean and integrated j

and h are comparatively small. Accordingly, although

the ensemble-mean and integrated horizontal vorticity

vectors contain quantitative differences along the tra-

jectory during this time, they have similar orientations

and magnitudes (black and white vectors in Fig. 20a),

resembling those expected from baroclinic generation

traditionally observed in this region of a supercell.

Though there are sometimes differences as large as

0.005 s21 for z, integrating (1) qualitatively captures the

trend up to a similar peak value at t 5 23min, and the

subsequent decrease. Ensemble-mean and integrated j

and h values disagree most when the parcel is located

near the mesocyclone (25 , t , 0min). This may be

partly due to the relatively coarse temporal resolution of

the EnKF analyses, which may amplify interpolation

errors in the trajectory calculations in regions having

strong gradients in the wind field (e.g., Dahl et al. 2012).

The fact that the differences between the ensemblemean

and integrated vorticity are much smaller within the

forward-flank region, where velocity gradients are much

smaller, is perhaps consistent with this conclusion. It also

is possible that such large differences along this portion

of the trajectory are at least partially due to the neglect of

turbulent mixing terms in (1), which could be significant

within or along the edge of themesocyclone. These error

characteristics suggest that an evaluation of the terms in

(1) may provide meaningful information for the evalu-

ation of dynamic processes in certain portions of the

storm, but that caution should be used in their interpre-

tation in areas of strong velocity gradients where errors

could be substantial.

5. Summary and conclusions

High-resolution mobile Doppler radar velocity and in

situ surface observations collected in a tornadic supercell

occurring on 5 June 2009 in Goshen County, Wyoming,

during VORTEX2 were assimilated into an idealized

WRF simulation of a convective storm using the ensem-

ble Kalman filter. Our aim was to generate a sequence of

ensemble analyses capturing a realistic evolution of the

supercell that can be used to study the mesocyclone-scale

processes associated with tornado formation, mainte-

nance, and demise. These processes will be evaluated in

Part II of this study.

The focus of the present paper is on determining how

well the EnKF analyses captured a realistic evolution of

the Goshen County supercell. Prior to performing our

highest-resolution EnKF experiments, we evaluated the

sensitivity of outflow characteristics to the assimilation

of mobile mesonet potential temperature and moisture

observations within the context of different localization

radii andmicrophysics schemes. Using our high-resolution

(500-m grid spacing) analyses, we compared the EnKF

analyses and parcel trajectories computed from them to

those from dual-Doppler wind syntheses. Finally, we

examined the credibility of calculating Lagrangian three-

dimensional vorticity budgets that could be used to eval-

uate the development of low-level rotation. Our primary

findings can be summarized as follows:

1) The assimilation of large quantities of radar velocity

data produces ensemble-mean u, y, w, and z fields

that qualitatively resemble dual-Doppler wind syn-

theses; thus, a realistic evolution of the mesocyclone,

gust fronts, downdraft, inflow, and horizontal vortic-

ity appears to be portrayed by the EnKF analyses.

2) The assimilation of mobile mesonet thermodynamic

data reduces the variability of outflow coldness that

can arise owing to the choice of model microphysics

schemes, reducing the uncertainty in the analysis

within the cold pool based on such choices.

3) Precipitation analyses (using EnKF reflectivity as

a proxy) portray a precipitation structure similar to

the classic supercell structure depicted by the nearest

WSR-88D, but contain larger simulated peak radar

reflectivity values and a hook echo that sometimes

contains more precipitation than is found in reality.

4) Lagrangian three-dimensional vorticity budgets in-

tegrated along several trajectories match qualita-

tively well with values of ensemble-mean vorticity

interpolated to each parcel location in areas of the

storm containing relatively small velocity gradients.

Our highest confidence in the EnKF analysis variables

lies with the kinematic fields owing to their resemblance

to dual-Doppler observations. Quantitative differences

between the dual-Doppler and EnKF kinematic fields

likely arise owing to uncertainty in model parameteri-

zations and assumptions in the dual-Doppler method-

ology; therefore, it is unclear which method is closer to

the truth. We also are confident in the near-surface

thermodynamic analyses in the cold pool because of the

relative lack of sensitivity to the tested model micro-

physical schemes and a seemingly beneficial impact on

the ensemble thermodynamic fields despite a simplified

modeling environment. Unfortunately, no in situ ob-

servations are available above the ground in this storm

to verify EnKF thermodynamic fields aloft. It should be

reiterated that data collection errors are inherent to all

observation platforms, so neither the observations nor

the EnKF analyses can be considered the truth. How-

ever, we believe there is sufficient agreement between

trends in low-level modeled and observed buoyancy

fields to permit a reasonably confident evaluation of
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trends in cold pool characteristics. Long parcel resi-

dence times within the mesocyclone, where larger ve-

locity gradients are present, yield larger disagreement

between the integrated and interpolated parcel vortic-

ity. Errors in parcel position or integrated forcing terms

in the Lagrangian vorticity budget in this area of the

storm may be due to the relatively coarse temporal

resolution of our analyses and the difficulty in estimating

subgrid-scale mixing terms. However, we believe it is

possible to perform a meaningful diagnosis of certain

mesocyclone-scale processes using the ensemble-mean

analyses, keeping all of these caveats in mind.
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